CPR430F FLANGE STD. OTHERS AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST. SEE TABLE BELOW

PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS

MODEL NUMBER: 430–760–FLANGE TYPE*
WG SIZE: WR430
FREQ. RANGE: 1.70 – 2.60 GHz
POWER: 6500W AVG.
MAX. VSWR: 1.15 : 1 MAX.
FLANGE TYPE: SEE TABLE

*ATM MODEL # DESIGNATION FOR COMMON FLANGE TYPES

1 = CPRG
2 = CPRF
8 = SPECIAL

OUTLINE, WR430
HP TERMINATION

ADVANCED TECHNICAL MATERIALS, INC.
49 RIDGE AVE., PATCHOGUE N.Y. 11772
TEL: (631) 289-0386 FAX: (631) 289-0356
http://www.atmmicrowave.com

UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES TOLERANCES ARE:
FRACTIONS ±1/64
DECIMALS ±.01
ANGLES ±1/2° ±.005